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Attention shifts to Millsap as Hawks pick up steam 

By: Sekou Smith 

The reward for a team playing at the level the Atlanta Hawks have so far this season is not only reflected 

in the standings but also in the way individual players are being recognized around the league.  

All-Star nods and even MVP chatter becomes a part of the conversation..  

Anywhere else, that sort of change in the discourse would be welcomed. But not in Atlanta, not where 

the Hawks' sole focus from the top of the roster to the bottom is on the collective and the "group," to 

borrow a word used incessantly by Hawks coach Mike Budenholzer.  

That's why it is not a surprise to hear Paul Millsap, an All-Star last season on pace for a repeat of that 

feat and the Hawks' representative on the KIA Race to the MVP Ladder these days, respond to any 

questions about his play with a nod to the way the team is performing.  

"It's not about any one player. It's about this entire team and us playing together," said Millsap, who has 

scored in double figures 25 times this season. "When we play Hawks basketball, everything falls into 

place."  

That hasn't been a problem recently. The Hawks have won 14 of their last 15 games, including five 

straight during what was supposed to be a defining early season stretch. They kicked it off with a home 

win over Chicago Dec. 15, followed by a road victories over Cleveland, Houston and Dallas, and finished 

off by a home win over the Los Angeles Clippers Tuesday.  

Millsap has been his usual steady self during this five-game run, averaging 15 points, 8.6 rebounds, 4 

assists, 1.6 steals, 1.4 blocks while doing plenty of the dirty work for a team where the minutiae matters 

to a no-nonsense coach like Budenholzer. But Budenholzer is the only man who doesn't appear to be 

overwhelmed with his team's performance of late.  

"We need to get a lot better defensively, but in these last couple of weeks, we've shown improvement 

on the defensive end of the floor," he said after the win over the Clippers. "As far as the thing we point 

to the most, the fact that we have different guys who step up every night and make big plays 

throughout the game...we've got a good team. I think our bench has been good the last couple of 

weeks. We have much work that needs to be done. We have a long way to go."  

Budenholzer's constant reminder that the Hawks aren't close to being as good as they can be has come 

to define this team. They don't waste any time worrying about feeding the ego of any one player.  

Millsap, Al Horford and Jeff Teague operate the same way Kyle Korver, DeMarre Carroll and Shelvin 

Mack operate. Every man has a job to do. No one man over the greater good.  



And that is perhaps the best part of Millsap's game, the fact that he doesn't carry himself like an entitled 

star, like a player who expects to be "the man" every night. Guys like that don't force it on those nights 

when someone else has it going.  

That also might explain how a team can win as often and in as many different ways as the Hawks have 

this season without a traditional bell cow to lean on night after night.  

"Everybody in this room knows we work hard and knows what type of team we are," Carroll said after 

leading the way with a career-high 25 points in the win over the Clippers. "This is our second year in the 

system. Last year, we were losing a lot of games by one or two points. We just have to keep playing 

Hawks basketball and let the rest take care of itself."  

For Millsap that's the only way to do business.  

This week's KIA Race to the MVP Ladder:  

1. Marc Gasol, Memphis Grizzlies 

(Last week: No. 2)  

Marc Gasol knocks down a tough turnaround jumper. 

Gasol reclaims the No. 1 spot this week with his continued steadiness for the Grizzlies. He has an 

interesting test tonight in the form of Houston's Dwight Howard, who is finally back to his normal self. A 

head-to-head battle between the two men most consider to be the best center(s) in the league should 

be as entertaining as it is intriguing. Gasol's growth and evolution, not to mention the fact that he passes 

like a point guard, has set him apart from the traditional big men in the league. His game is as complete 

as any big man in basketball, even if he isn't as physically imposing as Howard.  

2. Stephen Curry, Golden State Warriors 

(Last week: No. 1)  

Steph Curry talks with Ahmad Rashad about a shooting style so unique that it inspires poetry. 

The Warriors went cold in the fourth quarter of their Christmas night showdown with the Los Angeles 

Clippers and lost their third game in the last five. Curry and the Warriors have come back to earth after 

riding the wave of that 16-game win streak. You knew it was going to happen. But back-to-back losses to 

the lowly Lakers and then the Clippers has exposed some of the big-man deficiencies this team has to 

deal with in the coming months if they are going to survive in the rugged Western Conference playoff 

mix without Andrew Bogut in the middle to anchor their defensive effort.  

3. Anthony Davis, New Orleans Pelicans  

(Last week: No. 3)  



Anthony Davis sits down to talk with Ahmad Rashad about how his hot start this season is generating 

MVP talk. 

Davis has been every bit as good as advertised this season. And he has two months of consistent 

brilliance as proof that his breakout performance early on is no fluke. He's entered the conversation 

about the best power forwards in the game and will occupy a spot there for years to come. He works 

every inch of the floor in ways that many of his fellow power forwards simply cannot. And when you 

toss in the fact that he's just barely scratched the surface of his physical potential, it's easy to see why 

people are projecting Davis to be among the very best players in the league in short order.  

4. James Harden, Houston Rockets  

(Last week: No. 4)  

James Harden goes off for a season-high 44 points in the Houston win over Portland. 

Harden's game won't change with the addition of Josh Smith to an already loaded mix in Houston, but it 

never hurts to have another player capable of correcting defensive mistakes by backing up a perimeter 

defender like Harden. The last time we saw Harden before Christmas he was shredding the Portland 

Trail Blazers for 44 points, leaving no doubt about his ability to perform against the highest level of 

competition. As the Rockets continue to build around him, Harden will have more and more 

opportunities to exploit the mismatches that come his way on a nightly basis..  

5. John Wall, Washington Wizards  

(Last week: No. 8)  

John Wall drop 24 points and dished out 11 assists in the Wizards win over the Knicks. 

No one took advantage of the Christmas Day showcase the way Wall did on the big stage at Madison 

Square Garden against the Knicks. For anyone just tuning in to see the Wizards now, they were probably 

startled to see just how far Wall's game has come over the past few years. Already an athletic dynamo, 

Wall's put it all together this season. He's become the leader the Wizards hoped he would when they 

bet on him two summers ago with that max extension. He toyed with each point guard the Knicks sent 

his way and will do so against much of the competition he'll face this season if he keeps playing this way.  

6. LeBron James, Cleveland Cavaliers  

(Last week: No. 5)  

Dion Waiters grabs the steal and finds LeBron James who crushes it in plus the foul. 

LeBron's return trip to Miami didn't end the way he had hoped. The Cavaliers were exposed on the 

defensive end for the fractured bunch that they have been most of this season. What's most alarming, 

though, is that while LeBron continues to operate at his usual elite level, his supporting cast, for the 

most part, is struggling to establish their own identity alongside the man considered by most to be the 



best player in basketball. The loss of Anderson Varejao (Achilles) for the remainder of the season puts 

even more pressure on LeBron, on and off the floor, to lead this bunch. The Cavs need to at least 

explore their options in the trade market in an effort to get LeBron some help.  

7. Kyle Lowry, Toronto Raptors  

(Last week: No. 6)  

Patrick Patterson slams home the 2-handed alley-oop from Kyle Lowry. 

It's a bit strange listening to the pundits talk about the top teams in the Eastern Conference and 

mention the Raptors after they talk about the Chicago Bulls and Cleveland Cavaliers. The Raptors have 

been the class of the conference for weeks, thanks in large part to the stellar work of Lowry. He's spent 

his entire career fighting for respect and a spot on the list of the best point guards in the game, and 

apparently he will have to continue to do the same this season. The Raptors have had signature wins 

this season and Lowry has had plenty of signature moments. And yet there is still work to be done to 

convince those who don't take Lowry and the Raptors serious.  

8. Paul Millsap, Atlanta Hawks 

(Last week: No. 9)  

Paul Millsap drives into the lane, hangs and hits the jumper while drawing the contact. 

This guy will never win the style points battle. It's not his nature and certainly doesn't fit into the Hawks' 

blueprint of team success. But Millsap has redefined himself since joining the Hawks via free agency 

prior to the 2013-14 season. He's not only one of the league's elite stretch power forwards -- something 

he never showed off in Utah -- he's an elite defender as well. He ranks among the top three players in 

the league in steals, the only power forward among the top performers in that category. And he's the 

only player in the league with averages of 16.3 points, 8 rebounds, 3.3 assists and 2.5 steals.  

9. LaMarcus Aldridge, Portland Trail Blazers  

(Last week: No. 7)  

LaMarcus Aldridge went for 27 points and 12 boards in 29 minutes against the Pelicans. 

Aldridge has been outstanding as usual, but some would argue that his partner in crime, point guard 

Damian Lillard, has been even better of late. The Trail Blazers have seen their fortunes rise behind the 

work of their dynamic 1-2 punch. Lillard is a fearless shot taker and maker during crunch time. Aldridge, 

however, is the conduit for all things within the Portland offense. Things run through him first and he 

sets the tone for the rest of the team, just the way Trail Blazers coach Terry Stotts designed. It's a 

formula the Blazers will continue to expand on as the season continues.  

10. Blake Griffin, Los Angeles Clippers 

(Last week: No. 10)  



Blake Griffin races back to get the block and keep the Clippers in the game late in the quarter. 

Griffin and the Clippers didn't expect to go into Christmas without a good handle on who and what they 

are as a group. But that's exactly where they are, even after a win over the Western Conference-leading 

Golden State Warriors at Staples Center on Christmas night. Griffin was solid in the win over the 

Warriors, finishing with 18 points, 15 rebounds and six assists. But the numbers are only a part of the 

battle for him this season. Griffin has to help Chris Paul lead this team now. It's clear that an upgrade in 

that department is needed from Griffin, who is no longer a youngster anymore. He has to operate like 

the veteran leader his profile insists he should be.  

The next five: Russell Westbrook, Oklahoma City Thunder; Klay Thompson, Golden State Warriors; 

Jimmy Butler, Chicago Bulls; Monta Ellis, Dallas Mavericks; Tim Duncan, San Antonio Spurs  

 


